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Advantages
Convenience
Controlled Environment
Immediate Feedback - check composition, details, re-shoot if necessary
Continue shooting regardless of the weather
Natural light
"Rembrandt" lighting - light source at 10 o'clock shows form beautifully
Side lighting - to show or exaggerate texture
back lighting - glow effects
Fun and a great learning experience

Equipment
Essentials
table or other support that catches light
background - paper or fabric, other
light source - window
reflector, purchased, or white foam core, aluminum foil
diffuser-purchased, or a curtain
clothespins or clamps
tripod
Optional
stand for holding background
black velvet-highest quality
bevelled glass or from a frame, one side spray painted with matte
black
polarizing filter to reduce unwanted reflections
Flower photography
flowers, - in top condition
florist frogs
scissors
vases
water

My Studio

Reflector Comparison

Creative Backgrounds

<-Scrapbook Paper

<-The tabletop with the cover
of a wooden box

Printed Paper

Photographing Reflections on Black
“Rose Reflections” - Award, Mono Print Category
Twin Cities Area Council of Camera Clubs
Interclub Competition

Below is a portion of the raw file before any
processing. This was photographed by laying the
glass from a picture frame over black velvet.
Note the double reflections – both shiny sides of
the glass created a reflection. There also was
fine lint on the velvet that showed through the
glass. This was cleaned up in Photoshop by doing
a selective Gaussian blur.

“Rose Reflections” final

detail before processing

Reflections on Glass Tips:
Lay the object on glass that has been spray painted on one side with matte black paint.
best to prevent cuts, but the glass from a frame works well, too.

Bevelled glass is

To get good reflections, you need good, strong light (but not shining directly on the subject)
Curves adjustments will help bring out the reflections.

Other Examples

What to Shoot in Your Studio?
Macro
Flowers
Food - fruits, vegetables, prepared dishes
Dishes – kitchen items
Still Life
Just about anything – start looking at objects in your home in a new way.
Look on the web for inspiration

Macro and Close-up Examples

The back side of a sunflower (right)
is a wonderful example of how side
lighting can bring out texture.

Flower and Floral Still Life Examples

The above illustrates how Rembrandt
lighting enhances form

This peony was so bent over in my
garden that I couldn’t capture a good
picture of the bloom while on the
plant, so I brought it inside.

Same florist’s tulips doing double duty, then painted

Other Still Life Examples
Strong coffee with
Photoshop steam

Non-Studio
“Tulip Dance”
This was shot on the floor of our living
room next to an east-facing wall of floor
to ceiling windows. The vase was laid on
its side and time was taken to spread out
the tulips into a composition that filled
the frame, then shot from a tripod looking
down at the floor.
Much to my delight, this was chosen as the
first place in the monochrome division of
the Twin Cities Area Council of Camera
Club’s inter-club competition in the
spring of 2012.
For the full story of how this was
captured, visit my web site at:
http://www.terrybutlerphotography.com/2012
/05/the-power-of-black-white/

A chair in my kitchen
one cold February day

My grandson’s Thomas the Train
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Post Processing in Photoshop
Photographing on a white or black background will rarely yield a perfectly white or perfectly black
background. To fix that, use one or a combination of these
techniques.
Make a curves adjustment using the black or white eyedropper. If
working with a white background, use the white eyedropper and touch it
on an area in the image where you want that tone and everything
lighter to become white. It may be necessary to mask out some area
that you don’t want affected.
and/or
Create a new blank layer above the
image and select a brush. In the
options bar for the brush, select the
overlay blend mode and paint over the
areas that need touching up

Links
12" reflector at B & H: $10.99 for 12" plus shipping
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/331765REG/Interfit_INT246_Collapsible_Reflector_12_.html
12" white translucent reflector (diffuser) at B & H: $17.00 free shipping
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/42082REG/Photoflex_DL_1112WT_LiteDisc_Circular_Reflector_White.html
My website:
http://www.terrybutlerphotography.com/

